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SPOKEN ENGLISH CLASSES 

BY. VINAY NAYAK 
@ MADHUBAN COMPLEX 
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Br. ADUR   NO MORE ! 

LENDING LIBRAY 
BY. MAHESH.HANGAL 
@ KALBURGI COMPLEX 

CLUB -HUBLI 

RENUKA NAGAR: Mr.P.K.Adur, yes the same lean guy with a slight hunch and with looks of Harsha Bhogale has 
at last decided to resign from his bachelor hood and marry the same girl with whom he was engaged during last 
financial and academic year. The marriage is being scheduled at K.S.Sharmahall on 28th Nov of this year. And the 
unfortunate girl who is marrying this so-called eligible bachelor is from Nekar nagar, who has very poor academic 
record when compared to Mr.Adur. But what really counts is her rural look with urban soul and willingness to 
marry Adur in spite of knowing his reputation as sincere bachelor in the market. The news has shocked dozens of 
gals around the Twin City who had thought of possessing this soul. Mixed opinions are received when the news hit 
the city and some people are considering this as an historic decision. The marriage will be considered as the 
Millenium Marriage and hence the invitees can feel proud for having witnessed such mega marriage in their 
lifetime. By the way the name of the victim who is getting married to this flirt is Prerana Kulkarni.       

From desk to dust bin… 

                                                     EDITORIAL BY ADUR 

 

“Other people’s babies / That’s my life / Father to 

dozens / and nobody’s husband.” 

 

 Yes exactly these were the lines, which I kept on 

murmuring once I declared my self as an adult. But I forgot 

that I’m in India, a country of culture and tradition. And 

hence my bachelor hood didn’t go so well as anticipated 

but I have no regrets now. I have satisfaction of completing 

successful Bachelorship and now I have to step into the 

next phase of life, which is being described as dreadful by 

plenty, wonderful by few and inevitable by remaining. 

Things will not be the same once I get married, and 

especially for a person like me who has “Sheer 

Enjoyment”  as goal of  life. I agree that marriage is not  a 

word, it’s definitely  a Sentence!…Sentenced  to …….. 

 

Among all the paths that lead to women’s love, pity is the 

straightest and that’s what counts for the hearty people like 

me. Once woman has given you heart, you can  never get 

rid of the rest of her, but in my case it is reverse. She had 

given me a rest of her and now I can’t get rid of her heart. 

 

“She’s not fair  to outward view / as many maidens be;/ her 
loveliness I never knew / until she  smiled on me.” 

 

One  Wide smile of her has trapped me. And will make me 

now cry for the entire life but tears worth preserving for 

lifetime. 

 

And to conclude with readers “ though the marriage has 

more demerits  than merits, still its part of our life. All 

weddings are similar, but every marriage is different. 

Death comes to everyone, but one mourns alone. 

…Kaustya-the Daddy 
KARWAR: Kaustubh Saunshikar, the Indian born 
American model and largest machine seller 
(escort- jcb- gravedigger) on the earth has 
become father on 3rd Nov. He was expecting it 
since last nine months. Kaustubh who is yet to 
complete his first anniversary has shown his keen 
interest in burdening India with  more population 
and more over the report says that he has also 
advised Mr. Adur to follow his path. Meanwhile 
kaustubh’s in laws are considered as the youngest 
grand parents in the history of Karwar District.  
 
 

YGWA CALLS FOR BUNDH! … 
LADIES HOSTEL: Young Graduate Women’sAssociation of 
Hubli has lodged a complaint against Mr. Adur for marrying 
an undergraduate girl. According to the Section 46, clause 5 , 
all graduates are supposed to marry  graduate girls only in 
order to balance the literacy in the society. The latest report 
of the organisation says that the most of illiterate people in 
the society are illiterate because their mothers are illiterate. 
Hence to oppose this decision of Mr.Adur, the president of 
this Association Miss.Drakshi has called for Hubli Bundh on 
25th of Nov. “It was least expected from a person like 
prashant, especially after completing MBA degree from 
SIMS”. says Drakshi who is yet to complete her B.A.Degree. 

WHITE MISCHIEF 
OFFICIAL DRINK OF 

BRIDEGROOM 

“When a man opens the car 

door for his wife it’s either 
a new car or a new wife”. 

And here’s new car 
presented by Adur to his  
last official girl friend in 
order to shut her big mouth. 

B.GROOMS DRESS in KIDS KEMP 

B’LORE: Reports from B’lore say that Mr. Adur could not 
get trouser of his size (as usual) and was sent to Kids 
section for the same in order to have 26 inch trouser. Even 
in case of shirt, he could hardly find the shirts of his size 
(38 cms) and had to settle for 39 cm.(size of the  shoulder). 
Now  Adur is left with no other option than stitching the 
pants at Mark Tailor’s  shop  that has started using good 
quality of thread and better zip. Meanwhile he has 
purchased two khaki shorts on roadside at Brigade Road, 
which may be used, during his first honeymoon along with 
Jockey undergarments. Lee has given him pair of socks 
free on this event where as Zodiac has agreed to wipe his 
face occasionally with its handkerchief. Meanwhile he has 
also purchased imported cosmetics (deo, perfume etc…) 
set worth 2000 RS. that will be helpful to the people who 
attend the marriage without taking bath. 

Dammit !! I’ve to marry her 
now, My son wants to see 
his mother at any cost on his  
daughters marriage. 

by  ADYA 

ELIGIBLE BACHELOR 

PREM  SHINDHE SUES ADUR 

GREEN GARDEN: Prem.M.Shindhe,who studied 
with Adur from VIII to B.Sc is now  very much 
pissed off by Adur, as Adur didn’t consult his 
“half pant mate cum old room mate” before 
taking the decision on marriage. Shindhe who is 
well known for taking tension on small things is 
now really hot like Khoday’s XXX Rum. 
P.M.Shindhe has considered this as an insult and 
decided to take this matter of not consulting  him 
for marriage to Bachelors Court to Sue him for at 
least One Box of Manickchand and a case of Real 
Challenge whisky followed by dinner at Savaji 
Khanavali. Mean while the Judge of Bachelors 
court Mr.Jamadar is likely to rule out his petition, 
as he knows Prem’s reputation as a bachelor. 

P.VAKKUND WEL-COMES    

AKKIHONDA: The President of Newly Married Men Association(NMMA)Mr.Prakash Vakkund has wel-comed the decision of Adur. He says one 
can’t remain flirting thru’out life and has to commit one single mistake and get married. He recalled his bachelor hood saying that those were the 
golden moments of his life and which can’t be replaced  even by marrying 10 wives. He asked Adur not to regret and assured that he and his wife can 
sort out any kind of problems which are likely to appear once he gets married. And he also advised Adur  to change his telephone no in order avoid the 
threatening calls which are likely to come from ex-girl friends. Mean while  the president has dismissed Ajit Jain from the Association as he is likely to 
become father in the coming Nov. He says the association in for the newly married men not for the fathers and would be fathers. With this particular  
development Ajit Jain is  left with no other option than joining FFF( Federation of Fresh Fathers ). The Father of this Federation Mr.Hugar has already 
invited Mr.Jain to join his organisation and strengthen the same. He says the membership of the firm is valid till our son becomes  father, hence Ajit is 
safe for another 20 years at least. Ajit says it is not fair kicking him out of NMMA even before he has become father.  

AJIT  JAIN JOINS  F.F.F Vakkund’s Tea- official Tea SAD DEMISE 

G A D D H U 

5.4.1973  -  2.1.2000 

STRAIGH FROM THE HEART: Adur has remarkable sense of 
humour, which he used mostly to criticize  people and flay 
the demerits in very systematic order, which is really an art. 
Now Adur has opportunity to analyze, criticize and comment 
on his own would-be.And Adur has agreed that he’ll 
impartially do the analysis and here is the brief of the same. 
 “ Every body was under the impression that it is very 
difficult to get a girl for me, they thought it’s very difficult to 
find such a lean girl as I am. Even some time I wondered 
myself whether I’ll be able to get girl of such a lightweight. 
People have many criteria to select the girl but I had only one 
criteria and that was her WEIGHT which I have to bear thru’ 
out my life. And thanks to god for finding such lightweight 
girl i.e.42.064 Kgs exactly  and I’m proud to say that I’m 
2.457 Kgs more than her weight. There is slight difference in 
the height, but I think it matters only when we roam hand in 
hand in the Broadway. And as far as the looks are concerned 
she is typical village girl and very orthodox. Her education 
and maturity prevents her to share my work and knowledge. 
But she is still the best, as she can’t poke her nose in 
everything I do (which other’s wives are pioneer in doing). 
As far as her delicacy – you can see the marks imparted by 
me on her face even after a day and durability -I am under 
impression that she can definitely bear a cricket team and still 
remain as coach and manager”. 
             We hope this analysis made by Adur may be very 
honest but the paper is of the opinion that The girl is too good 

for Adur and can definitely lead /guide him throughout the 
life. 

MY D E L I C A T ED E L I C A T ED E L I C A T ED E L I C A T E   DARLING 

Guess!!  and WIN a free handshake with 

Mr. & Mrs.Adur 

1.How many official girl friends did Adur have before his first 
engagement? 
a:   2                b:    4           c: both ‘ a  and  b’        d: all of them 

Answer ____ 
 
Kindly cut this slip from the paper and fill your answer and send it 
back to us immediately. Winner will be chosen by lucky draw if 
more than one answers correctly. 

e- marriage 
MS OFFICE: This is the 
first marriage in the history 
of www as this is being 
considered as e- marriage by  
Mr.Bill Gates of Micro-Soft. 
He is also coming out with 
new package called MS-
bachelors which will be 
launched on 28th Nov. The 
marriage is live on totally-
bachelors.com along with 
channels like ESPN,BBC 
and STAR GOLD   

World Marriage Day –CRY ! 

NEWYORK: November 28,may not be having any historical event in 
the history so far but now onwards  CRY (child relief and you) has 
decided to observe this day as World Marriage Day. And Indian 
government has decided to observe the day as “SHAHID DIVAS” as it 
is loosing such incredible creative  Bachelor 

ATM Counters 

all over the city 

C.CIRLCE: The Centurion 
Bank has decided to open 8 
new  ATM  counters in 
Hubli  in order to avoid  the 
rush on the wedding     day 
for giving the gifts. 
Cash/Cheques/DD’s are 
acceptable around the clock 
and  gift articles should be 
deposited in the safety 
lockers  provided to 
Mr.Adur in the bank. Adur’s 
A/c. No. is 215808. Please 
present the presentation 
Cheques  to correct A/c.no 
Strictly no presents should 
be given to Adur in hand 
directly. Mean while 
Centurion Bank has assured 
that the ATM counter will 
not be under maintenance at 
least  on that day.  

CLUB ROAD: Centurion Bank, which has very 
recently opened its account in Hubli has taken the 
responsibility of financing this mega marriage. 
Meanwhile other Bankers at Hubli have warned 
Centurion to be very careful and not to exceed
O.D. more than 5 crores per week as Adur’s  
reputation is very poor with almost all-Indian 
Banks. But the Centurion Bank is taking only 
7.15 % of flat interest for the O.D.which makes 
Mr.Adur flat once he calculates interms of cut-
interest. Meanwhile Bank is also giving the “note 
counting machine” to Mr.Adur on hire basis for  
three days in order to count the cash received as 
presentation.    

FINANCE BY 

…Centurion Bank… 

JAWAHAR OPTICIANS- Bride Groom’s Vision 

KIDNAP DRAMA- ENDS 

DIMBAM: Veerappan has at 

last released Dr.Rajkumar on the 

eve of Adur’s marriage. As 

Veerappan has to attend this 
marriage keeping the business 
relation in a mind he has no 

other choice than leaving 
Dr.Rajkumar.Veerappan is 
expected to Hubli at any time. 

 STARSTARSTARSTAR-Official gutka of the marriage 

THIS  PAPER  IS  STRICTLY   FOR  MATURE  PEOPLE   HENCE,  NO  MATURE  PERSON   IS   SUPPOSED  TO  TAKE  ITS CONTENTS SERIOUSLY 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 


